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 TRIBE OVERLAND BASECAMP TRAILER

LARGE STORAGE DRAWER

complete kitchen setup

command center

campsite coverage

HEAVY DUTY OFF-ROAD SUSPENSION

Trailer size 143” x 74” x 55”

Box size 68”x 61” x 26”

Toolbox size 22” x 22.5” x 26”

Tare weight 1654 LBs.

ATM 3307 LBs.

Suspension Independent suspension with shock absorbers, trailing arms and coil springs

Brakes 10” electric brake plus additional hand brake included

Draw-bar 27.5” x 20” Q345 RHS, 75.5” extended draw bar for easy corner turning and better stopping

Safety chain Dual (not single) drawbar safety chains

Chassis Heavy duty off road galvanized chassis

Rims and tires 15” alloy 5-stud Jeep pattern rims and 31×10.5 R15LT offroad tires, including spare

Finish Hot-dip galvanized frame. Zinc-coated steel plate then baked enamel

Jockey wheel 8” heavy duty solid steel

Stabilizer legs 4 × heavy duty lockable and adjustable drop-down

Jerry can holder 2 × jerry can holder

Gas bottle holder 1 × gas bottle holder

Lights LED tent light, additional LED kitchen light, modern design LED taillights, LED number plate light

Electrical 1 × 100 A/H deep cycle battery, Overload protection, Cigarette sockets, Water sensor, Voltage meter (DC & AC), 1000w 
inverter,Solar power control

Kitchen system Stainless steel with stainless steel sink, tap and a dual cooktop burner stove (6,000 BTU per burner)

Water tank 17 gallon, stainless steel, with alloy protector, with electrical pump

The TRIBE Trailers Overland trailer features independent suspension with heavy-duty shocks for rough trail riding, a local 
capacity of 2000 lbs. and several inside cargo areas for every overlanding need.

No other trailer offers as much value and creature comforts as the TRIBE Overland Trailers

The TRIBE Trailers Xtreme Base Camp Expedition Trailer is completely solar ready (panels not included) including a camp 
kitchen, waterproof storage compartments, built in led lighting assistance, a 17-gallon water tank and a large rear slide out for 
cooler or generator storage with 12V receptacles built in.it’s the perfect hub for your next overland adventure.

Welcome to the TRIBE TM




